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Dynamo Modeling
2D: Mean-field models
•α-Ω type
• interface dynamos
• flux-transport and many variants
   (e.g. Babcock-Leighton)

Computationally inexpensive: simulate many cycles, try many ideas
In a position to try solar predictions (but many problems)

Fig. 5.—(a) The observed spot area (smoothed by Gaussian running average over 13 rotations), plotted as a function of time. (b)Y (e) Simulated toroidal magnetic flux
in the overshoot tachocline between the equator and 45! for the cases with convection-zone diffusivity parameters of 3 ; 1010, 5 ; 1010, 8 ; 1010, and 2 ; 1011 cm2 s"1,
respectively. Solid red and dashed red curves in panel c correspond, respectively, to the cases with a steady meridional flow and with the time-varying flow incorporated
since 1996. Panels fYi show correlation plots of simulated cycle peaks vs. observed cycle peaks from the spot area for cycles 12Y23 for the cases as shown in (b)Y (e),
respectively.

(Dikpati & Gilman 2006)

(Hathaway June 2010)

3D: Convection, Rotation & Magnetism
•  global-scale flows, magnetism, 
   coupling from first principles
•now achieving cyclic behavior

Computationally expensive
Solar parameters well out of reach
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Inside
The Sun

 CONVECTION ZONE 
  VERY TURBULENT 
  (depth of 200 Mm)
         Re ~ 1015

 Stratified, 
Rotating and 

 Magnetic

Broad range of 
spatial scales
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Stellar Convection Zones
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Rotation Rate
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All dwarf stars are similar
(adapted from Pizzolato et al. 2003)
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• Capture 3-D MHD convection at 
high resolution on massively- 
parallel supercomputers

• Study turbulent convection 
interacting with rotation in bulk of 
solar CZ:  0.72 R - 0.97 R

• Realistic solar mean stratification 
• Simplified physics: perfect gas, 

radiative diffusivity, compressible, 
subgrid transport, MHD

• Correct global spherical geometry

Anelastic Spherical Harmonic
 (ASH) Simulations

Solar convection 
(Miesch et al. 2008)
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Radial Velocities in
a solar simulation

(Sun’s view)
Global Mollweide view
near the surface (2%),
rotating with the Sun

Swirling, vortical 
convection near 

polar region

Sweeping cells
near equator

(Miesch et al. 2008)
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Radial Velocities in
a solar simulation

(Solar-C’s 30N view)

Swirling, vortical 
convection near 

polar region

Sweeping cells
near equator,

only briefly in view

Near the surface (2%)
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Meridional 
Circulation
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(Mark Miesch)
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Temperature, r = 0.96R

S T

Persistent, global latitudinal 
gradients comparable in 

amplitude (~10K) to 
transient temperature 

fluctuations associted with 
convection

(lifetime several days to 
several months)

(Mark Miesch)

Thermal Winds
radial velocity, r = 0.96R
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Differential
Rotation in
Other Suns
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DR contrast

Decent agreement 
with observations

(dynamos)

(observations)

(Brown et al. 2008)
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Figure 3.7 — Scaling of !!S and maximal latitudinal temperature contrast with "0.
The latitudinal contrast of entropy !!S (plotted as diamonds) is measured between
equator and high latitudes at 0.96R!. It increases with more rapid rotation. The more
turbulent cases (G3a, G3b and G5b as labeled) have larger entropy contrasts, in keeping
with their generally stronger di#erential rotation. Blue triangles indicate the maximum
temperature contrast in latitude at the upper boundary in each simulation.

rapidly rotating simulations, the primary flux balance in latitude is between thermal

eddy di#usion !"̄T̄ !#S/#$" and convective enthalpy transport Cp"̄!v"!T
"". Here convec-

tive transport moves warm material to the poles as the downflows align more strongly

with the rotation axis while eddy di#usion works to erode the gradient. The meridional

circulations appear to play a relatively minor role in maintaining the overall latitudinal

entropy contrast.

3.4 Angular Momentum Redistribution

In these simulations of stellar convection, complex couplings between rotation and

convection build the profiles of di#erential rotation and meridional circulation. With

stress-free boundary conditions at the top and bottom of the shell there are no net

torques and thus the total angular momentum is conserved. Couplings between rotation

and convection lead to a global-scale redistribution of angular momentum, resulting in

57

Figure 3.5 — Temperature structures within case G5. Mean latitudinal variations in
temperature are shown relative to their spherical average T̄ in (a) as contours with radius
and latitude and (b) as cuts at fixed radii at the top (solid, 0.96R!), middle (dashed,
0.84R!) and bottom (dotted, 0.72R!) of the domain. (c) Temperature fluctuations in
a snapshot near top of domain (0.95R!) relative to the mean structure in (a).

structures are long lived and appear to be a separate phenomena from the nests of

convection. The polar patterns propagate in a retrograde sense more rapidly than the

di!erential rotation in which they are embedded, and though streaming wakes from the

active nests print weakly into the polar regions, the polar patterns and nests appear

to be distinct phenomena. The large-scale polar patterns are not evident in the slowly

rotating cases (G1 and G2); in the most rapidly rotating cases this modulation attains

a more complicated form than the two-lobed structure shown here.

The zonally-averaged thermal structure (Fig. 3.5a, b) is quite smooth and is char-

acterized by warm poles and a cool equator, with yet cooler mid-latitudes. In contrast,

the mean entropy increases monotonically from equator to pole, due to e!ects of pres-

sure. All of the more rapidly rotating cases have similar latitudinal thermal profiles,

though the temperature di!erence between equator and pole increases with more rapid

rotation, as will be discussed further in §3.3. In case G5, the latitudinal pole to equator

temperature contrast is approximately 100 K throughout the convection zone. These

latitudinal variations remain small at all rotation rates in comparison to the spherically

symmetric background T̄ , which ranges from 2.7!105 K near the surface to 2.2!106 K

near the bottom of the convection zone (as shown in Fig. 2.1).

Pole-to-Equator
Temperature:
Thermal Wind

Temperature
contrast in

latitude grows
substantially

with fast rotation

(few K in the Sun)

5 Ω0

(Brown et al. 2008)
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In contrast,
meridional 

circulations
are weaker and

mutli-celled

Meridional Circulations

1 Ω0 5 Ω0

Disagreement with 
expectations (Brown et al. 2008)
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Magnetic Wreaths

Polarity BΦ:
 red  positive
blue negative Brown et al. 2010, ApJ

3 Ω0
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3 ΩsolBφ

Dynamos
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Poloidal Regeneration region

Poloidal Regeneration region

Toroidal Regeneration region
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Simple α-effect: Poor match to 3D 

fluctuating 
EMF (real)

Simple
α-effect

•Wrong spatial structure
•Wrong sign in core of wreathes

Brown et al. 2010, ApJ
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More Turbulent
Wreaths 

Hemisphere view,
 with both poles

• Volume-filling

• cross-equator    
connectivity

• cyclic!

5 Ω0
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Cyclic Activity: Nearly Ubiquitous

Cyclic

Persistent

 Strong DR
Feedback

Failed 
Dynamos
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Rotation and 
Turbulence
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Time-latitude
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Changes in Differential Rotation Ω

Ω at mid-CZ

Polar branch
of torsional
oscillations?

Ω’ at mid-CZ,
with time-avg

removed

5 Ω
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Toroidal field 
at mid-CZ

Polar branch
of torsional

  oscillations?

Ω’ at mid-CZ,
with time-avg

removed

5 Ω
Changes in Differential Rotation Ω
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Wreaths Above a Tachocline
193

Figure 9.1 — Profiles of mean flows and temperature in dynamo case T3. These
profiles are averaged over the interval from days 4050-4150 of dynamo case T3. The
hydrodynamic progenitor ran for an additional 600 days previous to day 0. (a) Profile of
di!erential rotation " with (b) accompanying radial cuts at selected latitudes as labeled.
The bottom of the convection zone at rbcz = 0.705R! is marked on both with a dashed
line. The equator is prograde, the poles are retrograde and the radiative interior is
in nearly solid-body rotation between latitudes ±45". (c) Meridional circulations with
surface structure and amplitudes similar to those in case D3 but di!erent at depth.
(d) Profile of latitudinal temperature variations relative to the spherically symmetric
average T̄ .

Time-averaged profiles of the di!erential rotation, meridional circulations and lat-

itudinal temperature variations of case T3 are shown in Figure 9.1. After a total of more

than 4500 days of evolution in both the hydrodynamic progenitor and then in case T3,

the di!erential rotation remains well confined to the convection zone (Fig. 9.1a). Within

the convection zone, there is a significant angular velocity contrast in latitude and ra-

dius, with a #"lat near the surface of 1.04µrad s#1 and a #"r across the convection

zone at the equator of 0.89µrad s#1. The latitudinal angular velocity contrast is similar

to that achieved in dynamo case D3b, but the radial contrast is somewhat larger. Below

the base of the convection zone, the location of the eddy di!usivity taper is visible as

a slight contour in the profile of " (Fig. 9.1a) and as a small kink in the radial cuts of

the same (Fig. 9.1b). In the radiative interior, a small latitudinal angular velocity con-

trast persists. This is especially prominent in the polar regions at latitudes above ±60".

Near the equator and up to latitudes of roughly ±45" the radiative interior is almost in

solid-body rotation.
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Figure 9.3 — Profiles of !B!" and !A!" in dynamo case T3. (a) Mean toroidal magnetic
field !B!" and (b) poloidal vector potential !A!" averaged over days 4050-4150 at a time
of peak mean fields. At this time, the wreaths and associated mean-poloidal field are out
of phase with the magnetic field in the deep interior. (d) !B!" and (e) !A!" averaged over
days 5000-5100 when the fields have flipped polarity and again reached peak amplitudes.
At this time, the magnetic fields in the convection zone have the same polarity as those
in the radiative interior. The bottom of the convection zone at rbcz = 0.705 R! is
indicated by the dashed semi-circle.

however a single polarity of wreathes are established and persist. During the 5800 days

shown here, these deep magnetic structures slowly grow in strength. By the end of this

interval, the mean toroidal fields have reached peak amplitudes of nearly ±9 kG near

the bottom boundary, with the strongest fields appearing near latitudes of ±55". These

deep fields may arise from turbulent transport and pumping within the convection zone

and coupled down into the deep radiative interior. It seems more likely however that

they result from stretching of the initial weak seed field by the di!erential rotation

that has di!usively spread into the polar regions of the radiative interior, as the peak

angular velocity contrast there occurs at the higher latitudes where the wreaths are

located. Decreasing our tapering constant ! to values of 10#3 or less should strongly

decrease the di!usive spread of di!erential rotation and suppress the generation of these

deep-seated wreaths.

Time-averaged profiles of the mean toroidal fields and poloidal vector potential

are shown at two intervals in Figure 9.3. At both times the wreaths of magnetism are at
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Observational Questions

  What is the nature of deep
      meridional circulation?
 

  Where are the giant cells?
  Can we see the thermal wind?   

Our Sun

The Distant Stars
  How does activity scale with

      surface differential rotation?
 

  Do stellar dynamos depend
     on stellar mass?  How?

  Is our Sun a typical star?
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